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Electron magnetic circular dichroism (EMCD, [1]) has been experimentally observed for the first time in 

2006. Since its inception it went through a substantial development in terms of spatial resolution, signal 

to noise ratio, quantifiability and theoretical understanding. Recently, several works have appeared in 

the literature [2,3,4], where atomic size electron beams have been used for detection of EMCD. While a 

truly atomic resolution EMCD measurement has not yet been achieved, the time is ripe for addressing 

the questions of localization of the EMCD signal, particularly since some of the realized or proposed 

experimental setups utilize non-standard atomic beam shapes, such as astigmatic beams [4,5] or electron 

vortex beams [6,7]. 

 

In this work we present a computational study of the inelastic scattering cross-section, evaluated in 

various experimental setups that can lead to detection of EMCD spectra with atomic spatial resolution. 

Namely, the three-beam orientation [3,4,8], where the sample is tilted by few degrees from the zone axis 

orientation in a direction parallel to a selected atomic plane. Annular dark field images (ADF) with 

atomic spatial resolution in such orientation show a stripy pattern. Two different measurement methods 

have been analyzed: a classical three-beam geometry [4] with acquisition of four separate spectrum 

images at four detector orientation and the atomic plane resolution EMCD setup (APR-EMCD), where 

only one spectrum images suffices to extract the EMCD signal [3]. The second considered experimental 

geometry is the zone-axis orientation, where EMCD detection should be achievable by utilizing electron 

vortex beams [6,7] or astigmatic beams [4,5] with on-axis detection. 

 

We use a combined multislice / Bloch waves method [9] for evaluation of the inelastic scattering cross-

section at the L2,3 edges of iron or manganese, respectively. For three-beam simulations we have 

considered bcc iron crystal oriented in G=(110) systematic row orientation with incoming beam tilted 

about 10 degrees from the (001) zone axis. For zone axis simulations we have considered a LaMnAsO 

crystal with electron beam parallel to (001) direction. 

 

In the case of three-beam orientation the general finding was that as long as the EMCD signal is 

sufficiently strong (in relative terms approximately above 3-4%), well over 80% of magnetic signal 

originated from the closest atomic plane. As the beam propagates through the crystal, it channels very 

strongly within the atomic planes, within which, however, it can spread rather significantly. This should 

not be a practical concern, since the three-beam orientation setup would be typically applied to epitaxial 

interfaces, where the changes of magnetic properties are expected to be observable primarily in a 

direction perpendicular to the interface plane. In more detail, we observe that the EMCD signal is often 

even more localized than the non-magnetic component of the scattering cross-section, which can 



originate from neighboring atomic planes with non-negligible percentage, Fig.1. 
 

In the case of zone axis orientation, the electron vortex beams displayed the best localization properties. 

The beam channeled down through the atomic column very efficiently and the magnetic signal 

originated with over 90% weight from the atomic column, where the beam was centered. On the other 

hand, four-fold astigmatic probes detect magnetic signals originating primarily from the nearest 

neighboring atomic columns. When normalized per unit of beam current hitting the sample, our 

simulations suggest that the electron vortex beams should lead to the highest signal to noise ratios in the 

detection of EMCD, Fig.2 
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Figure 2. Non-magnetic signal and SNR of the 

EMCD signal as a function of collection angle, 

calculated for Mn L2,3 edge of LaMnAsO using 

various probes. 

 
Figure 1. Nonmagnetic and magnetic signal and 

their origins from various atomic planes for the Fe 

L2,3 edges of bcc Fe crystal tilted to three-beam 

orientation. 


